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We reimagine what a  
school can be,  

by cultivating a community 
of learners who positively 

influence their worlds.
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What will our future look like?

1
Child at the 

Centre

Empowering children as 
self-regulated individuals 
with influence through 
growing our culture of 

collaboration and  
mutual respect. 2

Philosophy in 
Practice

Advancing our  

dynamic  

educational practices,  

identity and reach.

3
A Connected, 

Caring Community

We show through our 

culture and actions  

how we care for  

people and our earth. 4
Financial  
Strength

Using our resources  

to improve the  

outcomes of our 

community.
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A
s we reflect on a year like 

no other, it would be natural 

for the onset of the global 

pandemic COVID-19 to 

overshadow what was an outstanding year 

for Bold Park Community School, in terms 

of growth, change and consolidation of 

previous work. 

The pandemic has impacted lives, communities, 

ways of working and ways of learning across the 

world. Bold Park Community School has taken this as an opportunity to 

demonstrate the values that sit at the heart of our school and continued to 

provide leading edge education in this challenging context. 

In our home on Wadjuk Noongar country, Western Australia, the direct 

impact was limited to a few weeks of school closures, however the 

responses and preparations undertaken by the school went far beyond 

this. The school and Board swiftly created risk mitigation plans, increased 

frequency of communication and moved meetings online. Support was 

in place for staff and families, as we navigated uncertainty in a way that 

kept the health and safety of our community at the centre of our decision 

making.  Our Principal, Paul Whitehead, demonstrated tremendous 

leadership through this time, responding sensibly and sensitively to 

challenges as they arose.

Pleasingly, BPCS saw increases in overall 

enrolments, from Playgroup through 

to College, during 2020. The value of 

a Bold Park education was made more 

visible through an expanded marketing 

program, including the launch of Bolder 

magazine. These avenues share the story 

of BPCS and demonstrate the value of 

is educational philosophies. Planned 

growth, with the official opening of the 

Maylands College campus and planned 

capital upgrades to our Wembley campus, 

all continued.
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a Bold Park education was made more 

visible through an expanded marketing 

program, including the launch of Bolder 
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Maylands College campus and planned 
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The Board was pleased to approve a strong and responsive 

budget in 2020. In response to COVID-19, fees were reduced 

in Term 2 and support to families expanded. For the second 

year in a row, BPCS’s fee schedule remained unchanged, 

with no impact upon the quality and delivery of our ongoing 

educational program.  

I’d like to take the opportunity to sincerely thank all of the 

people for their dedication and expertise, who have served on 

the BPCS Advisory Committee during 2020;

• Jimmy Lee, who joined as Secretary following our 2019 

AGM, later moving to the role of Deputy Chair, stepping 

down at the end of 2020

• Ron Gorman, our first Complimentary Board Member, and 

Deputy Director of AISWA (Association of Independent 

Schools of WA), who joined our Board September 2019 

and stepped down at the end of 

2020

• Tim Roberts, Treasurer, who has 

stepped into an Ordinary Board 

member role after outstanding 

performance in the Treasurer 

position

• Kevin Euphemie (Ordinary Board 

Member)

• Barb Cole (Secretary)

• Rhys George (re-elected as Staff 

Representative member for a 

second term)

• Nicole Hunter (Pedagogista, Ex 

Officio Member)

• Paul Whitehead (Principal, Ex 

Officio Member).

We are sincerely grateful to those that support our school on 

an ongoing basis – Patrons, Aboriginal Elders, Local Councils, 

AISWA and Government Departments. You are part of our 

community and part of our success. 

Thank you to the school leadership group, all staff members 

and our parent community. You are the people who make our 

school a place of wonder and warmth, whether the learning is 

happening at home or on school grounds. Lastly, thanks and 

appreciation must go to all of our young students, for showing 

resilience and adaptability in 

the face of change.

This was a pivotal year, 

for our school and the 

individuals in it, in so many 

ways. We are proud of what 

was achieved. With tours 

for both campuses full, our 

college campus open, new 

partnerships beginning and 

a strong learning team in 

place, Bold Park Community School looks forward to 2021 with 

renewed purpose and passion. 

With gratitude, 

Emma Majstrovich | Chairperson
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O
ur Annual Report captures a snapshot of 

projects, improvements and achievements 

in each successive year and despite the 

focus and distractions around COVID-19; 

2020 has been another wonderful year for Bold Park 

Community School.

Our greatest achievements are always reflected in our children. 

The success of our young people as creative, engaged learners 

and as citizens of our school village where; making new 

and deeper friendships, engaged connection with nature, 

celebrating learning with growing minds, broadening world 

views, connecting community and family is just as treasured. 

This is the real business and focus of great schools … ultimately 

(as our Founder, Gillian McAuliffe says), ‘to keep the light alive in 

children’s eyes’.

Our School Board, leaders, educators, administration and 

grounds teams work tirelessly to achieve this unique purpose 

and I acknowledge that it is their passion that really is the 

‘magic’ at the engine room of our school. 

Our revitalised Strategic Plan (officially shared with the Bold 

Park community in 2020) has sought to keep this heartbeat 

front and centre. That ultimately, all elements of our 

improvement and growth, bear direct fruit for our children, 

improve the capacity of our community to engage with more 

families or influence the educational world, encouraging them 

to reflect with us on best practice which is grounded in world-

class research.

In 2020 we celebrated the graduation of a further five students 

who now join our Graduating Alumni!

The Class of 2020 included: Tomas Baker, Ryan Paull, Jervis 

Leong, Benoit 

Ah-Quee and 

Reuben Grove. 

We heartily 

congratulate 

these young 

adults and look 

forward to 

following their 

journey in years 

to come! 

Preparing our Maylands Campus
2020 has seen the very visible transformation of our new 

Maylands Campus. Whilst 2019 was occupied on this front  

with imagining, planning, approvals and preparing the  

core site; 2020 saw the execution of these plans as the site 

transformed to a stunning base for our College cohort; a  

fitting reflection of our school village, an art-heart with a  

Bold-Maylands’ vibe.  Our “Grand Opening” will take place in 

2021 and provides us with an opportunity to congratulate  

and celebrate all of the people who made this  

project possible. 
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We have focused on a slow-growth model for our new campus as we wish 

to retain a majority of existing Bold Park students within the cohort. Our 

plan was to grow the College enrolment base to 40 across 2021; however, 

interest in our Certificate IV Design and WACE pathway to graduation and 

beyond has meant we will commence 2021 with our target figure. We are 

thrilled to be doing so. 

Whilst much time has been invested in developing premium buildings, the 

investment in planning for the execution of our courses and programs, 

transition arrangements for our secondary staff working across both 

campuses and ensuring that we offer environments that affirm our ‘bold-

heart’ have also occupied our planning forward. 

Wembley Campus 2020
Following significant investment in the pathways and Early Childhood 

Playground area in 2019, development at the Wembley campus has 

continued alongside works in Maylands:

• The McAuliffe Arts Centre (The MAC) enjoyed a ‘Face Lift’ with a more 

logical and safe ‘step’ along the front of the MAC and Middle School; 

new ‘facings’, external doors re-painted.

• A ‘refresh’ of documentation banners has commenced across the 

school that offer insight into significant class-based projects.  

• New compost area developed including Staged Compost Bays, 

redefined spaces, worm farm fridges, paving, labelled composting 

buckets in classrooms, limestone blocks define the space as well. 

• New water dispensers were installed across campus and new outdoor 

sinks strategically placed and ‘revived’.

• Utilising a spare Early Childhood classroom as our Music and Cottage 

Music location for 2020.

• Security cameras were introduced covering the MAC, Early Childhood 

Wildspace, Middle School/College Boathouse and Primary as well as 

inside cameras in the Principal’s office and Counsellor’s rooms.

• A more open and refreshed Administration area and transition of our 

Uniform Storage areas in preparation for online uniform ordering. 

• Bore staining has been an ongoing problem for our school and wall 

stains over time had even entirely covered art works / murals on site – 

it was a great delight to see these revealed again following a thorough 

revive with a specialised team. 

• New pathways at the front of the school thanks to the Town of 

Cambridge. The school continues to partner with both of our local 

councils for support, works and funding – especially in relation to road 

safety.

InSight | Art’s Festival
It was a particular highlight that all of our families 

were able to connect with our new Maylands 

campus through our ‘InSight’ Art’s Festival 

(Curated by Rhys George in collaboration with our 

exceptional Arts Staff); at the time I wrote:

“InSight saw us celebrate our children 
and young people together through 
the lens of our collaborative projects 
and the heart of the arts. Watching 

our youngest students arrive by bus, 
look up at the monumental church 

structure that is soon to be our 
senior’s school-home and then see 

THEIR work showcased and curated 
in such a beautiful way has been 

exhilarating. Sharing this experience 
at our new Maylands Campus has 
been an additional joy for me; to 
see children and families building 
memories together here feeds the 

Bold Park soul and seeing these old 
buildings welcome a community 

again is all we could ever have hoped 
for this special place; this special gift.”
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COVID-19
There is no question that our response and action in relation to 

COVID-19 occupied a great deal of our focus in Semester One, 

2020. The nature of the threat, the genuine sense of fear and 

monitoring the political response over this period was dynamic 

and required a day to day / moment to moment focus. I have 

great pride in the collaborative focus our staff and families 

demonstrated over this time and the genuine support extended 

to our leadership team as we navigated through tricky waters; 

cancelling or rescheduling events, responding to new and 

changing guidelines, lockdowns, assisting families through 

financial uncertainty, concern for the health and wellbeing of 

‘at risk’ individuals / families, and patience through adversity. 

In our online and offline communications we were united 

as a staff in ensuring that we offered an ongoing balance of 

academic rigor alongside a genuinely authentic connection 

with our children, young adults and families which honoured 

our relational centre and focused on positive mental health for 

all  – that we were indeed ‘all in this together’. 

The school’s independent decision to remain in a mode of 

‘at home’ learning was well supported by our community on 

two occasions and our Board and staff rallied behind these 

decisions. I am incredibly grateful for the proactive response of 

our teams in readying themselves for a potential longer-term 

lockdown and the manner in which our professional learning 

in multiple new IT platforms, media skills and communications 

was able to be activated. It should be acknowledged that by 

Week 3 of Term 2, 15% of our students were still voluntarily 

isolating and our educators continued to deliver both an online 

program and face to face (as they had through the ‘essential 

worker’ phase). A gift hamper was given to every individual 

on staff by our Board as an acknowledgement for their 

extraordinary extra-mile attitude and focus on the well-being of 

our students and families.   

At the time of writing, the COVID-19 landscape remains 

dynamic and the school has sought to consider our context 

with sensitivity and sensibility.

The school has enjoyed many highlights in the midst of these 

contexts and I am pleased to highlight a few of these with you 

now; 

• We celebrated ALL of our 2019, 

Year 12 students in our previous 

AGM communication but I am 

pleased to let you know that 

Tui Dougiamas (ATAR Student) 

achieved an ATAR score of 98.5 

for her entry to the University of 

Western Australia.

• Introduction of the ‘Cottage Music Program’ in 2020 

(delivered by the amazing Danielle Joynt) for Babies 

and Toddlers which has been a great success with three 

classes completely full – allowing additional families to 

connect with Bold Park.

• The leadership team determined to review how and what 

we report to parents and moved to a ‘Learning Attributes’ 

focus which provides a holistic reflection, framing the 

other elements of our school report.

Principal’s Report

• Further Development of our centralised computer platform 

(SchoolPRO) with the transition of reporting capability to 

the platform and introduction of a sophisticated ‘Enquiry 

Tracker’ program to better manage and report enrolment 

enquiries. 

• Our school marketing, signage and publications have 

continued to be revised and developed and we were 

excited to introduce our ‘Bolder’ Magazine as part of a key 

goal to make visible the unique work of our school. 

• Sustainability projects have continued to be maintained 

and in 2020 we were pleased to see the Compost 

Centre in the area adjourning the MAC. Our school also 

introduced ‘Containers for Change’ in 2020 – amongst 

a raft of sustainability initiatives and partnerships. Plans 

for new integrated projects in kitchen / garden are a firm 

priority for 2021. 

• Online Uniform (and Merchandise) Shop opened. 

• We celebrated a wide range of whole-school events 

despite the COVID-19 presence – albeit in reimagined 

ways! Community Breakfast, Philosophy in Focus Evening, 

Transition nights, International Mud Day (the dunking 

machine a new addition), Secondary Graduation and 

Grad-i-tude Festivities.

• Class and Area-based Parent Evenings, Interview Days and 

a wide range of Camp and sleep-over opportunities.

We are continuing to take great strides in our strategic priorities 

to keep our Children at the Centre, affirm and celebrate our 

Leading Practices and Philosophy, grow and support our 

Principal’s Report
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Principal’s Report

Flourishing Community and commit to Accelerate our Growth 

and Sustainability.

It is our hope that this document will capture the excitement 

and growth we have enjoyed this past year and give us a 

moment to reflect so we can embrace all we can be as a 

school community. 

On behalf of the leadership and staff of Bold Park Community 

School, we are grateful for all that you give to make BPCS a 

magical school and a magical community. We encourage you 

to join us for an exciting journey ahead!
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Our key purpose as a learning community is to “Reimagine 

what a school can be by cultivating a community of learners 

who positively influence their worlds.”

This statement motivates us to keep 

stretching forward, stay embedded in best 

practice and research, to be a school who 

lead the way in what is possible. I am 

energised by how our teams continue to 

‘keep the light alive in children’s eyes’ at 

Bold Park Community School.

Over the past years we have had 

many discussions about how to make 

this magic ‘visible’ and how to clearly 

articulate the way our philosophical 

priorities translate into practice ‘on 

the ground’, in the day to day learning 

experiences of our children and young 

people. These insights are sought by 

prospective families, existing families 

(wishing to peek into the next phases of 

Being Bolder

their child’s Bold Park experience), and the wider educational 

community who are inspired by the opportunities and priorities 

we are able to offer and experience with our children.

Why ‘Bolder’?
Our latest publication launch in 2020, ‘Bolder’ is a new initiative 

to help make tangibly visible the value of a Bold Park education. 

Each edition will seek to foreground a philosophical or 

pedagogical priority with this edition focusing on the value of 

PLAY. Inside you will find stories, reflections and projects from 

across the school that articulate this central, core theme.

We loved some of the creative names that came from our 

community for the magazine: ‘Bolderdash’, ‘Bold Faced’, 

‘Bold Being’, ‘Caught and Bold’ and even … ‘The Bold and the 

Beautiful’! But ‘Bolder’ seemed to serve many masters, Being 

BOLDER and encouraging those who read it to be BOLDER 

too, an obvious salute to our school’s name and our ‘BOLD’ 

energy in ‘challenging the status quo of education by rethinking 

and reimagining what a school can be!’ We enjoyed that the 

title audibly connects with ‘boulder’ i.e. prioritising the big 

rocks (boulders) and a hint of a connection with nature and 

outdoors.

Most importantly, ‘Bolder’ is designed too, to empower our 

families to feel they can articulate more tangibly the value of 

the choice they have made in Bold Park, and for educators to 

feel inspired by what is possible.

We look forward to new editions in the near future.
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T
he year of 2020 was one 

that required adaptation and 

resilience due to the unfolding 

uncertainty, risk and change 

that the pandemic brought with it.  The 

manner in which our school community 

managed this was a testament to our 

core principles of valuing collaborative 

partnership between educators, families and 

students.  Surrounded by rapidly changing 

circumstances our community responded 

both with surety, creativity and sensitivity 

to the requirements of this time. 

In February of 2020 we were finalising 

preparations for three of our staff to travel to 

Reggio Emilia to join the international study tour. 

It was a difficult and heartbreaking decision to 

suspend this but one that, unfortunately, turned 

out to be not only necessary but unavoidable.  We 

hope that in time this opportunity will once again 

resume and that Brooke, Renata and Kellie will 

have this chance once again. 

By March it was clear that the year was not going 

to have the same rhythms of a typical year and 

we needed to bring new skills and strategies 

to continue the learning of our students away 

from the regular school environment.  Our staff 

responded creatively and enthusiastically in 

developing their skill with the technologies that would not only support 

this but that could enable them to continue to bring a playful, creative and 

collaborative approach to the learning. 

Of course, with change comes opportunity, and along with the 

development of new technological skills, we also needed to develop new 

ways to enter the school, keep our community connected and ‘re imagine’ 

our events to be COVID safe.   Most notably for me was the manner in 

which our students, in particular our very youngest adapted to saying their 

morning goodbyes at the gate and transitioning so happily to class.  What a 

great reminder of how children continuously amaze us with their capability! 

Arts Festival 
The restrictions associated with social distancing also led us to a novel 

design for our 2020 Arts Festival “InSight”.  Spreading our celebration of the 

Arts across a full week with each class from Kindergarten to College hosting 

an interactive event for their families.   Holding the event at our Maylands 

campus was an opportunity for our families to spend time getting to know 

this environment through this intimate ‘vibe’.  With special thanks to Rhys 

George and the Arts Team the event was again a standout for our families. 

Classroom Projects  
Although we began 2020 with a Whole School Focus around the idea of 

“Noticing”, it wasn’t until a certain ‘normality’ resumed in Term 2 that we 

started to see classes design and navigate through their integrated projects.  

Given the year that it was, it is not really surprising to see how attuned these 

projects were to ‘place’ to noticing and creating learning deeply connected 

to their surrounds.   

Our Kindergarten classes were inspired by tiny little ‘visitors’ to wonder 

about what it is that people need. Sharing their ideas about the basic 

necessities the sense of needing a house and home was strong.  Over time 

they each created a beautiful clay sculpture of a home for their ‘little’ person, 

bringing these together in a streetscape that they composed using found 

materials, with their families.  A beautiful visual metaphor for our need to not 

only have a sense of home but also of community and belonging. 
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Our Pre-primary class had the wonderful opportunity 

be work with Kobi Morrison and the Koorlong team 

on their songwriting residency project.  Drawing 

inspiration from Neville Collard’s description of the 

turtle trail, together with the children the team wrote 

the song “Yaakin Bidi”.  The Koorlong team went for 

walks to the lake with the children, recorded the 

children’s observations of the long neck turtles and 

all the other creatures in the environment to craft 

the lyrics of the song. The time together not only 

providing the lyrics, but an opportunity to forge a 

valuable connection.   Which was celebrated with 

a wonderful live performance of the song at our 

annual Christmas party. 

Both our Year 1/2 classes were very engaged in projects that 

truly demonstrated the manner in which children’s voice and 

agency is valued and promoted here at Bold Park.  The Year 

1/2 A Class, Wildlife Warriors, had expert groups who lead the 

charge to not only protect our wildlife but also educate the 

community on the rich diversity of plant and birdlife on our 

doorstep.   From rubbish clean ups at Galup and local beaches, 

to fundraising by collecting over 400 containers for change, 

donations for Planet Ark Wildlife, planting native species and 

creating a stunning guidebook of the birds of Galup, they made 

a big impact. 

Pedagogista’s
REPORT

Pedagogista’s ReportPedagogista’s Report
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Pedagogista’s
REPORT

The Year 1/2 B class really lived up to their class name of 

Creative Bees as they delved into a research project on native 

bees that was truly inspiring.  The children’s fascination and 

thirst for knowledge around our native bees revealed a world 

of biodiversity and ecological systems that was captivating. A 

journey they also celebrated with their families enjoying the 

Bee Movie.  The class also launched into a fundraising initiative 

tie dying over 60 t-shirts to support a native bee attracting 

garden they are continuing with into 2021.   

Similarly, our Year 3/4 the Noticing Ngoolarks, were also true 

to their name, and noticing the threat to our beautiful black 

cockatoo’s they launched into action with a visit to Kaarakin 

Black Cockatoo Rescue Centre. Discussing ways in which they 

could help this endangered species, the children wanted to 

create a visual statement that would draw people’s attention to 

the birds and help spread their message to a wider audience.  

They created stunning a publication of their stories and 

artwork, as a fund raiser along with two stunning collaborative 

pieces of art put up for auction.  The proceeds of which were 

donated to the Kaarakin Rescue Centre.  

For our Year 5/6 class, we saw another powerful collaboration 

as they crafted the beautiful song “Wirrin Ngalla Boodja - 

Spirit of our Land” with Danielle, our music specialist and 

Neville Collard, our Elder.  Putting their knowledge of the six 

Noongar seasons to music in order to help others remember 

the seasons’ features, with Neville’s guidance on Noongar 

language.

While our Middle School turned their attention to the Mud 

Hut.  Initiating a ‘renovation’ during Mud Day and later in the 

year creating a beautiful internal mural.  Inspired by the pre-

primary’s ‘Yaakin Bidi’ and with Neville’s guidance they settled 

on a design that would reflect this.  

With the preparation of our Maylands campus underway 

throughout the year we were keen to involve our students in 

both getting to know the space and making a contribution 

to its evolving identity.  To achieve this the students were 

given the design brief to create a mural installation at the 

campus.  The students began the year researching street art 

Pedagogista’s ReportPedagogista’s Report
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The school lives and breathes 

on the shared vision to  

create a world that is 

democratic, caring, 

sustainable and filled with joy. 

and establishing a mentoring relationship with Blankwalls, 

Street Art Collective, and towards the end of the year travelled 

over to immerse themselves in the Maylands environment.  

Completing the stunning mural installation as a wonderful 

way to say ‘here we come’. 

To watch the students retell their experience of the Certificate 

IV mural project visit https://vimeo.com/525363822 

Developments
Towards the end of 2020 we launched into some Wembley 

campus developments most notably a new work shed for 

our Wildspace. With our Wild Spaces a central part of our 

outdoor learning this new shed creates truly wonderful space 

for wood work, Kaatijin Boodjar and resources storage.  We 

also began the redesign of our Kitchen Garden area, which 

is carrying into 2021, to reinvigorate this space to once again 

become a productive garden. 

I thank each and every one of you for bringing this into being,  

as we strive to provide the very best example of what the 

world can be to our children and young people.

As always, the achievements of the year are only possible 

through the efforts of our community.  

School Performance Indicators

Workforce Composition
In 2019, Bold Park Community School had no staff that 

identified as being Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander.

Fe
m
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Teaching Staff 20 5

Co-educators 9 3

Support Staff 2 1

Administration 7 4

Staff Qualifications

Renata Biancardi |  Degree of Teacher of Arts Education  

 (Australian Associates Degree equivalent)

Helen Dowey |  Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood)

Mira Dragicevic |  Certificate III Children Studies

Kellie Everett |  Bachelor of Education (K – 7)

Rhys George |  Bachelor of Education 

 Graduate Diploma in Music Technology 

 Masters in Education

Hazel Grove |  Higher Diploma in Education  

 (Junior/Pre Primary) 

 Diploma in Special Education 

 Master of Education with Merit  

 (Special Education) 

 Master of Education  

 (Specialisation in Administration)

Kiah Hamersley-Rule |  Bachelor of Arts (Communications) 

 Graduate Diploma in Education (Primary) 

 Graduate Certificate (Early Childhood)

Caitlin Hampson |  Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood)

Brooke Healy |  Bachelor of Education  

 (Early Childhood and Primary)

Rory Henderson |  Certificate IV (Training and Assessment)

Patricia Hilton |  Diploma in Early Childhood Education  

 Diploma - Special Education Assistant

Jarryd Horsley |  Bachelor of Education

Julia Hughes |  Graduate Diploma in Education (Primary) 

 Bachelor of Philosophy / Religion 

 Certificate of Museum Studies
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Renata Biancardi |  Degree of Teacher of Arts Education  
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Helen Dowey |  Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood)

Mira Dragicevic |  Certificate III Children Studies

Kellie Everett |  Bachelor of Education (K – 7)

Rhys George |  Bachelor of Education 

 Graduate Diploma in Music Technology 

 Masters in Education

Hazel Grove |  Higher Diploma in Education  

 (Junior/Pre Primary) 

 Diploma in Special Education 

 Master of Education with Merit  

 (Special Education) 

 Master of Education  

 (Specialisation in Administration)

Kiah Hamersley-Rule |  Bachelor of Arts (Communications) 

 Graduate Diploma in Education (Primary) 

 Graduate Certificate (Early Childhood)

Caitlin Hampson |  Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood)

Brooke Healy |  Bachelor of Education  

 (Early Childhood and Primary)

Rory Henderson |  Certificate IV (Training and Assessment)

Patricia Hilton |  Diploma in Early Childhood Education  

 Diploma - Special Education Assistant

Jarryd Horsley |  Bachelor of Education

Julia Hughes |  Graduate Diploma in Education (Primary) 

 Bachelor of Philosophy / Religion 

 Certificate of Museum Studies

Nicole Hunter |  Bachelor of Science 

 Graduate Diploma in Education (Science) 

 Graduate Diploma in Education  

 (Early Childhood) 

 Master of Education

Danielle Joynt |  Bachelor of Music 

 Graduate Diploma (Kodaly Institute)

Ella Keneally |  Bachelor of Arts (Psychology) 

 Graduate Diploma in Counselling 

 Graduate Diploma in Education

Felicity Kinsella |  Bachelor of Education (Physical Education) 

 Diploma of Teaching

Matthew Lambe |  Bachelor of Education (Primary)

Massimiliano Loik |  Master of Teaching (Primary) 

 Bachelor of Arts (FineArts)

Gabrielle Lovelady |  Diploma of Education (Early Childhood)

Jasmine Mawdsley |  Bachelor of Education  

 (Primary and Early Childhood) 

 Diploma in Children’s Services 

 Certificate III in Children’s Services

Ashleigh Pargin |  Bachelor of Education (Primary School)

Susanne Phillips |  Bachelor of Education 

 (Early Childhood and Primary) 

 Post Graduate Certificate (International Schools) 

 Master of Education 

 Post Graduate Certificate (Educational Leadership)

Sarah Polson-Brown | Bachelor of Education  

 (Early Childhood and Primary)

Ursula Prause |  Bachelor of Science (Biotech) 

 Graduate Diploma in Education (Secondary) 

 Certificate IV (Training and Assessment) 

 Certificate III (Permaculture)

Leslie Ray |  Bachelor of Arts in Physical Education and  

 Recreation (Columbia College, 1988) 

 Bachelor of Science in Physical Therapy  

 (Medical University of South Carolina, 1992) 

 Graduate Diploma in Secondary Education,  

 Science & Health (ECU, 2015)

Malora Rosario |  Bachelor of Science (Forensics) 

 Graduate Diploma (Forensic Science) 

 Graduate Diploma (Secondary Education)
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School Performance Indicators

Heather Sanders |  Bachelor of Science (Psychology) 

 Graduate Certificate in Education (Primary)

Kirsten Segavac |  Currently Studying

Jonathan Siow |  Graduate Diploma (Secondary Education) 

 Bachelor of Commerce 

 Advanced Diploma (Commerce)

Shelley Turnbull |  Bachelor of Arts  

 Diploma of Education 

Timothy Vidler |  Bachelor of Arts (Industrial Design) 

 Graduate Diploma in Education (Middle Years) 

 Certificate IV (Training and Assessment)

Sarah Weaving |  Bachelor of Science 

 Postgraduate Certificate in Education

Paul Whitehead |  Master of Education (Educational Leadership) 

 Bachelor of Education (English/Drama) 

 Certificate IV (Training and Assessment)

Neti Widiyanti |  Bachelor of Arts 

 Graduate Diploma in Education 

 (Early Childhood)

Sue Wyatt |  Bachelor of Business (Accounting) 

 Graduate Diploma in Education 

 Master of Professional Studies (Education)

Tomoko Yamashita |  Certificate III (Children’s Services)

Renee Yonge |  Graduate Diploma in Education (Primary)

Student Attendance 
The average student attendance statistics for 2020 

demonstrate that students across compulsory schooling 

(Pre-Primary to Year 12) were in attendance for 91% of school 

days. This takes into account students that were involved 

in online learning activities during the COVID-19 school 

shutdown period for parts of Terms 1 and 2. The attendance 

result signifies an increase of 2% from 2019 and can be partially 

explained by improved administrative processes due to new 

technologies across the school and better overall attendance 

by students. 

(Attendance Rates by Year Group 2020. http://bit.ly/

AttendanceBPCS20).

Non-Attendance Management 
Following a student being recorded absent from school 

without explanation, an email is sent from the administration 

requesting an explanation on the morning of the absence. 

Unanswered emails are followed up by phone calls. All 

responses are recorded in the attendance management system 

SchoolPRO. 

In the event that non-attendance is ongoing with a student, 

the Class Teacher in consultation with the Team Leader and 

Counsellor and/or Principal works with the family in some 

cases with the implementation of a management plan.  

NAPLAN
Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the NAPLAN tests were 

cancelled for 2020. 

The results would normally form part of our commentary 

package within the Annual Report and it is a good opportunity 

for us to remind parents that the number of students taking the 

NAPLAN tests at Bold Park Community School are very small 

so the statistical data represented must be considered within 

this context (especially when being compared with National or 

Larger School cohorts). 

The school has always been very pleased with the individual 

efforts of each student. The results do not provide the journey 

individual students have been on in order to achieve their 

personal results. 

It is in this context, that Bold Park staff analyse the data in a 

‘micro’ sense, we examine individual results within the wider 

context, developing and continuing growth within areas of 

strengths and more specifically to address areas of concern. 

Many areas shown as requiring some attention, are already 

identified and given attention prior to receiving the NAPLAN 

results as there is a delay of at least three months from when 

students sit the test until the school receives any feedback/

results. 

The school utilises other testing and diagnostic tools that assist 

us in assessing student performance. These tools provide us 

with more immediate feedback for our educators such as ACER 

PAT testing and ‘Essential Assessments’.

Specific information about the NAPLAN is available at the 

‘MySchool’ website at: https://myschool.edu.au/

School Performance Indicators

Senior Secondary Outcomes
A snapshot of the Class of 2020 reveals:

• All of our 2020 graduates have gone on to pursue their   

passions and interests in various areas of work and study.

• All of Bold Park Community School’s Year 12 students  

achieved their West Australian Certificate of Education (WACE).

• In addition to graduating, 3 out of 5 Bold Park Community 

School Year 12 students achieved a Certificate IV in Design, 

providing them with a direct pathway to university.

• All Bold Park Community School Year 12 students graduated 

with a Certificate II in Permaculture qualification.

• 4 Bold Park Community School Year 12 Students 

participated in the Duke of Edinburgh’s International Award. 

3 achieved their Bronze Award and 1 achieved a Silver. 

2020 Year 12 Leavers Destinations

Senior Secondary Programs and 
Offerings in 2020
Bold Park Community School is committed to offering our 

College students (Years 10-12) a range of diverse educational 

and vocational experiences in their senior years. In shaping the 

College package each year we are committed to;

• Ensuring that students may successfully achieve university 

entrance through courses offered at Bold Park Community 

School via multiple means of entry.

• Ensuring that all graduation (WACE) requirements are able 

to be achieved through course structures at Bold Park 

Community School.

• Selecting courses based on the abilities and interests of the 

students in the College population.
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Senior Secondary Outcomes
A snapshot of the Class of 2020 reveals:

• All of our 2020 graduates have gone on to pursue their   

passions and interests in various areas of work and study.

• All of Bold Park Community School’s Year 12 students  

achieved their West Australian Certificate of Education (WACE).

• In addition to graduating, 3 out of 5 Bold Park Community 

School Year 12 students achieved a Certificate IV in Design, 

providing them with a direct pathway to university.

• All Bold Park Community School Year 12 students graduated 

with a Certificate II in Permaculture qualification.

• 4 Bold Park Community School Year 12 Students 

participated in the Duke of Edinburgh’s International Award. 

3 achieved their Bronze Award and 1 achieved a Silver. 

• Offering additional specialist courses through with our 

strategic educational partners.

• Formally recognising students through Endorsed Program 

Accreditation.

• Support of workplace learning strategies where appropriate 

to ready students for future workplace/s.

• Developing partnerships with TAFE and RTOs in order to 

offer Nationally Accredited Certificate I, II, III or IV courses; 

including Nationally Accredited CUA40715 Certificate IV in 

Design.

• Seeking authentic partnerships with businesses, universities, 

mentors and working closely with the School Curriculum 

and Standards Authority.

• Offering The Duke of Edinburgh’s International Award at Bold 

Park Community School for students aged 14 and above.

• Recognition for Community Service hours through Years 

10–12.

In brief, we develop a program with students which 

incorporates; WACE Courses, Endorsed Programs, Nationally 

Accredited Certificate (VET) Courses, TAFE Courses (External 

or Correspondence), School-Based Traineeships, Distance 

Education (SIDE) Offerings and work placements. All of these 

areas are explained in more detail in the College Handbook 

along with the requirements for achieving Year 12 graduation 

and career/study pathways beyond Secondary Schooling.

Whilst subject offerings may change from year to year based 

on individual student needs, in 2020  offered the following 

course structure;

• VET Courses/Endorsed Programs

• CUA40715 Certificate IV in Design

• AHC21716 Certificate II in Permaculture

• The Duke of Edinburgh’s International Award

• VET in Schools (by application)

• United Nations Global Citizen and Sustainability Program

• School-Based Apprenticeship & Traineeships (by application) 

WACE Course Units (General)

• English (4 Units)

• Mathematics Essential (4 Units)

• Mathematics Foundation (4 Units)

• Media Production and Analysis (4 Units) 

• Integrated Science (4 Units)

• Physical Education Studies / Health Studies (4 Units) 

ATAR (Available through SIDE – Distance Education Course 

Partnerships)* 

• “Specialist” Units determined by student interest 

2020 Year 12 Leavers Destinations

Senior Secondary Programs and 
Offerings in 2020
Bold Park Community School is committed to offering our 

College students (Years 10-12) a range of diverse educational 

and vocational experiences in their senior years. In shaping the 

College package each year we are committed to;

• Ensuring that students may successfully achieve university 

entrance through courses offered at Bold Park Community 

School via multiple means of entry.

• Ensuring that all graduation (WACE) requirements are able 

to be achieved through course structures at Bold Park 

Community School.

• Selecting courses based on the abilities and interests of the 

students in the College population.
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Marketing Report

During the first half of 2020, marketing was aimed at promoting 

brand and individual tours due to COVID-19 restrictions 

in place. The engagement of a Community Engagement 

Coordinator provided an additional FTE over the retired role of 

Registrar, allowing more time for tailored tours and streamlining 

enrolment processes. 

Advertising 
Due to the restrictions advertising was mostly designed around 

brand and promoting individual tours.

The following advertising methods were engaged:

Radio - Nova 92.9

During 2020, we had scheduled to engage Nova in the lead 

up to our Annual Open Day, however we did not proceed wth 

this due to the cancellation of Open Day and the restrictions 

around COVID-19. Our focus had turned to delivering 1:1 and 

small group tours.

During Semester 2 as restrictions eased we engaged Nova in 

the lead up to our Twilight Tours and Pathways Night, utilising 

their Breakfast Sport, Good News, Weekend Breakfast and 

Weekend Drive (Afternoons) Sponsorship spots at a reduced 

rate. These adverts were short two line snipets spoken by the 

radio hosts about our Twilight Tours and where to register. We 

saw a bump in registrations following this campaign.

Just prior to the event, we followed this up with a push during 

their breakfast show and once again our Patron Maggie Dent, 

allowed us the use of her voice over advertisement which 

provide confidence, continuity and familiarity with our brand. 

Open Tours Post Cards Campaign

As with previous year, the dates for our Open Tours and Day 

were scheduled with thought given to optimising the best 

times for enrolment uptake and convenience for prospective 

families with tours. We also introduced a ‘Twilight’ Tour for both 

Maylands and Wembley Campuses.

The postcards were dropped to Health Nurses at the Loftus 

Community Centre and other local Health Nurse locations.

Community Papers

In June, we took the 

opportunity to advertise 

with the Eastern Reporter 

in their Education Matters 

edition, the community 

Newspaper that is 

delivered to Eastern 

Suburb households 

around the Maylands 

area. We also advertised 

in the Western Suburbs 

Weekly in their Principal’s 

voice edition. This paper 

delivered to the central to 

coast area.

Mirage News

On the 10th November 2020, in their article titled ”WA Waste 

champions recognised to Infinity and beyond” Bold Park 

Community School was listed as a Waste Wise School of the 

Year Finalist.

Banners

Updated labels to the dates and times on our tour banners 

were produced in line with our sustainability practices. The 

banners were used to advertise on Powis Street and around the 

School boundaries upcoming Open Tours throughout 2020.

Private Schools Guide 

A feature package was purchased in 2019 with online website 

Private Schools Guide, the data, imagery and information 

continued to be updated on their system throughout the first 

half of 2020. We did not re-engage Private Schools Guide for 

the second half of the year.

Pathways Information Evening

Parent invitation packages (flyer and letter) as well as a 

newsletter spiel were provided to Moerlina Primary School, 

Chrysalis Montessori and Lance Holt School to distribute to 

their Year 5/6 families for consideration of moving onto Bold 

Park Community School for Middle School.

Publications
Two major publications were significantly updated in 2020 

as well as two others having minor updates and epublishing 

throughout the year. The publishing of the Yearbook and three 

new publications, Birds of Galup, The Wildlife Warriors, .
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Marketing Report

has been a shift with the 18-29 year old age bracket of co-

using or only using Instagram. 

The Instagram “What Bold Park means to me” Campaign. 

commenced on March 18 in 2020 with a reflection from 

Maggie Dent recorded during the Arts Festival in 2019.  The 

Campaign centered around 5 posts recorded of Alumni, 

Parents, Staff and our Patron, Maggie Dent speaking on their 

noticings and the richness they all see within their personal 

experiences at Bold Park Community School. 

The average organic views of these video posts was 200. This 

instagram campaign was an addition to the Facebook one. To 

date we have 384 followers on instagram.

Facebook

We continued with targeted campaigns through Facebook 

for our open tours and other significant events including our 

InSight Festival in 2020. Our Facebook following at the end of 

December had reached 3,196 likes with 3,290 page follows. 

Our most significant organic post had a reach of 71,219 in 

February with 770 reactions, comments and shares. In 2020 

our total engagement rate through our Favebook page was 

47,625 total shares of posts 501, and our total reach 181,989 this 

saw a significant increase from 2019 with our total reach being 

106,578.. Our new followers totalled 504.

Marketing Report

• Parent Handbook (minimal revisions),

• BPCS Staff Handbook (substantial revision),

• College Course Handbook (substantial revision)

• PCC Handbook (minor updates)

• Middle School and College Yearbook (new publication)

• Black Cockatoos by the Noticing Ngoorlarks - 3/4B (new)

• Black Cockatoos by the Earth Hunters - 3/4A (new)

• The Birds of Galup by the Wildlife Warriors - 1/2A (new)

• The Yaakin Bidi CD by the Magic Shadow Groovers - Pre-

Primary (new)

• Imagine Me by the Dancing Diggers - Kindy MTh (new)

• Bolder Issue 1 (new)

At the conclusion of 2020 a decision to reimagine the Parent 

Handbook to deliver a concise point of information for 

onboarding new parents commenced we are hopeful for 

publication mid-2021. 

Software

365 Bookings

In 2020, with the changes and ongoing social restrictions we 

looked for new ways to engage and collect information in an 

easy, efficiaent and effective way for prospective parents. In the 

first three terms of 2020 we utilised the 365 Bookings software. 

Bookings is a scheduling tool that allows end-users to view 

calendars and schedule appointments. 

Enquiry Tracker

Mid year we started investigating a better way to collect 

data on enrolments as well as produce accurate reports to 

help assist us in tailoring our marketing more effectively. We 

introduced Enquiry Tracker during Term 4, which superceeded 

bookings and Try-Booking for our event tour booking 

software. Enquiry Tracker is an all-in-one solution offering 

easy management of our future families. Enquiry Tracker feeds 

our converted enrolments simply to our school data software 

SchoolPRO.

Social Media

Instagram

The Bold Park Community School Instagram Account 

continues to feed as a secondary method in our Social Media 

spaces. Reports show that Facebook is still the most used social 

media platform for the 18-49 year age bracket, however there 
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Community Celebrations

Despite the challenges of COVID-19 we have sought to reimagine how we might still maintain high quality school events and do so 

in a safe and manageable manner. Sadly, some events and activities at the height of the pandemic in Western Australia did need to 

be cancelled and could not be postponed including our ANZAC Service, Open Day, Ride/Walk-to-school-day, Staff Lunches and Busy 

Bees. 

That said, in 2020 the Bold Park community participated in a wide range of successful community events and celebrations, it is always 

a great pleasure to remind our community of some of these events. 

Community Breakfast 
Our annual Community Breakfast was once 

again blessed with great company and fine 

weather! We adjusted the ‘open meal share’ to 

accommodate a self-catered ’Breakfast Picnic’ 

and it was the last opportunity for many weeks 

to really bring the community together. 

International Mud Day
Bold Park Community School celebrated our 12th International Mud Day! This 

worldwide event had its origins right here in 2009! Many of our traditional 

features could not be offered in 2020 but we still made time to celebrate 

Mud Day as a community experience across the week and maintained our 

ongoing financial support to the Panchkhal orphanage in Nepal.
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End of Year Christmas Party
Our community LOVE our end of year Christmas Party and this one was no exception! In 2020 we split the event into different 

sections of the school given covid considerations – this allowed us to better target activities and timings for Early Childhood, Primary/

Middle School and College (which was celebrated at our Maylands Campus in 2020).  Thank you to all of the staff, students, and 

parents who made the evening another stunning highlight for this year! 

‘InSight - Arts Festival’
An amazing celebration that allowed us to 

showcase the work of the Arts at Bold Park 

Community School and warmly introduce our 

whole community to the Maylands Campus 

(see Principal’s Report)

Water Wise, Waste Wise 
and Sunsmart Recognition
Bold Park Community School continues to be 

recognised for our sustainable practices and we 

have maintained our Sun Smart, Water Wise and 

Waste Wise School credentials in 2020. 

Other Celebrations and Highlights (some mentioned 
elsewhere in this report)

• Sustainability Action Plan and Reconciliation Action Plan

• Welcome Day, Orientation Morning and New Compulsory Schooling Orientation 

sessions for parents.

• Cyber-Safety Parent Evening and  Students Workshops through ‘Constable Care’.

• We continue to recognise awardees for the International Duke of Edinburgh Award 

with our first Gold recipient (Louis). 

• Multiple sleepovers, Camps and Expeditions continued or postponed until Term 4.

• Staff Vs Students Basketball Game.

• Year 12s Graduation Events and Final Day Festivities.

• There is always a lovely consideration around special days; Mother’s Day, Father’s 

Day, Seasonal Rituals and Celebrations.

• Principal’s ‘Bold Reading Challenge’.

Pathways Night
In early August we hosted a ‘Pathways Night’ 

for our Upper Primary, Middle School, and 

College parents as well as other independent 

schools in our area who might like to know 

more about our Middle School and College 

offerings and better investigate the range of 

pathways available to students beyond senior 

secondary for university, career and vocational 

considerations. 
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In December 2020, the school conducted a Parent Survey 

to determine how well the school was partnering with the 

expectations/needs of parents in offering an exceptional 

educational and pastoral program. It was important to consider 

how effectively the school was ‘connecting’ and engaging with 

our stakeholders.  

The Parent Survey was modelled primarily on the survey 

questions conducted since 2015 allowing for some 

comparative data to be considered by the Team Leaders and 

School Board in 2021. 

The goals of the survey were to determine the: 

• parent’s overall happiness with their Bold Park Community 

School experience,

• engagement of parents in their child’s schooling,

• extent that parents feel confident about their child’s 

schooling future and how equipped they feel to support 

their child’s learning,

• effectiveness of the school’s academic program, social 

climate and the support structures in place at Bold Park 

Community School,

• effectiveness of our communication and reporting,

• parent’s feelings about the school’s response to COVID-19,

• importance/relevance of the after-school programs at 

BPCS,

• importance/relevance of philosophy/education 

opportunities for parents at BPCS,

• areas parents feel are a significant success or require our 

attention as we seek to partner with you in your child’s 

education overall.

The results of the survey are presented to the Team Leaders, 

Bold Park Community School Board and Teaching Staff. 

Summative findings are published each year in our Annual 

Report. 

Demographic  
Who completed the survey?

Total of 64 (up from 46 the previous year) representing a good 

cross section of the school (EC to College). 

The survey captures approximately 20% of families. 91% of 

respondents classified themselves as ‘Mum’, 8% as ‘Dad’ and 

1% as ‘Other’. 77% indicated they were remaining at Bold Park 

in 2021 meaning 22% of respondents identified as leaving 

and 2% undecided. Exiting families were a disproportionate 

representation in the survey and reasons for leaving are 

varied (including relocation, financial, predetermined exit 

points (eg. always intending to leave after Early Childhood) or 

dissatisfaction. 

Summative

There was a clear warmth and ‘love’ expressed in the Parent 

Survey; people commented about the love and ‘extra mile’ 

attitude of our staff that they are passionate, caring, child-

centred; that their children loved coming to school and 

experienced a joy of learning and engagement that was 

second to none. Parents commented that they see something 

truly unique in a child who has had a Bold Park education – 

they are confident, prepared and able to engage with adults. 

The progressive centre of our school was celebrated – our 

nature programs, Arts-centric approach, our RAP and Noongar 

Learning, Camps and Pastoral attention were premium. The 

community signalled they were grateful for the school’s 

response to COVID-19.

Parents signalled that they would like more information 

more regularly from teachers about their child’s individual 

progress (and more visibility on how curriculum/philosophy 

work for their child’s ‘journey ahead’ at Bold Park). From a 

communication perspective parents felt some excursions/

events needed more notice and promotion and a consolidation 

of communication platforms (and reduced duplication) was 

encouraged. School Fees were a concern by families but an 

acknowledgement that the school had not increased fees for 

two years and offered discounts over COVID19. Parents wanted 

to know how they could help the school more and contribute 

richly within the community. 

Organisational Pride 

Parents continue to signify a strong sense of pride in the goals 

of Bold Park Community School with parents signifying they 

‘Agree’ or ‘Strongly Agree’ with the following statements: 

• BPCS promotes a sense of pride and achievement (90% 

Agree/Strongly Agree); 

Parent Survey
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• BPCS has clear goals and a positive identity (92% Agree/

Strongly Agree),

• My child enjoys being at school (91% Agree/Strongly 

Agree); 

• and Teachers genuinely care for my child (92% Agree/

Strongly Agree). 

This was impressive given that up to 5% of respondents didn’t 

feel they could comment (e.g. they had only been at the 

school a short time). 

Safety at School 

Parents have communicated that they see Bold Park 

Community School as a safe and secure school (95% Agree/

Strongly Agree) and has clear goals and a positive identity 

(90% Agree/Strongly Agree). 70% felt that BPCS had a high 

standard of student behaviour which was a disappointment. 

Making visible our policy structures and targeted professional 

development in this space will continue in 2021 as we work 

closely with our staff and students and communicate our 

Positive Behaviour Strategies more effectively. 

COVID-19 

Families were appreciative of the school’s COVID-19 response 

and voiced this in their commentary also (some comparing 

the Bold Park response favourably against other schools/

organisations). The prompt, “The school’s response and actions 

in relation to COVID19 were clear, appropriate and kept safety a 

number one priority” (96% Agree/Strongly Agree).

Academic Performance 
Parents feedback was as follows:

• Parents felt that BPCS had realistic expectations for their 

children (88% Agree/Strongly Agree).

• Catered for their child’s individual needs (85% Agree/

Strongly Agree).

• Received help and support when they were struggling 

with their learning (81% Agree/Strongly Agree).

• BPCS teaching staff are enthusiastic, professional and 

committed (93% Agree/Strongly Agree), and have a 

thorough understanding of what they are teaching (86% 

Agree/Strongly Agree).  

Parent/Teacher Communications 

Parents feedback from the survey was that staff were 

approachable and willing to help (94% Agree/Strongly Agree) 

yet when asked if parents were informed if their child had a 

problem the response was lower (75% Agree/Strongly Agree) 

– communication “early and often” was also reflected in some 

parent comments and our staff and leaders will continue to 

extend ourselves in this arena; making visible opportunities for 

parent engagement, the introduction of additional ‘visibility’ 

tools in targeted areas (e.g. introduction of our Occupational 

Therapist session and Speech in 2021) and is flagged as an 

area for improvement. 83% (Agree/Strongly Agree) said that the 

school reports they receive about their child are clear and easy 

to understand (11% from EC had not yet received a report and 

could not comment) – this was an improvement from 67% the 

previous year.

Parents also commented on short notice excursions/notices 

on a classroom level and duplicate communications. We are 

trialling a more centralised approach via EDUCA in 2021 and 

will seek parent feedback in Term 2. The school acknowledges 

that this is not the ideal platform but is a better bridge in the 

immediate-term as we build the capabilities of SchoolPRO over 

time. Thank you for your patience. 

‘Bolder’ Magazine was well received as a vehicle to make 

visible the Bold Park story and to encourage sharing about our 

school with others.  

Social / Emotional Support

Parents were confident about the social/emotional support 

offered at Bold Park Community School with the ‘Strongly 

Agree’ highest through this bank of responses. 

• BPCS helps my child with the skills they are likely to need 

in the world ‘beyond school’ (93%), 

• My child learns to problem solve and think for themselves 

(94%), 

• My child is encouraged to achieve in a broad range of 

areas and disciplines (88%), 

• and BPCS values the role of the parent in the educational 

process (83%) this was a drop from the previous year and 

we feel that COVID19 would have some baring on this 

result.

Parent Survey
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Parents warmly responded to the question; “The one aspect I 

like most about Bold Park Community School”

• I still believe that my child is getting a great education and 

she is happy at school.

• It is personal and approachable.

• Progressive teaching approach (nature play, music, 

Noongar language and culture, emotional awareness etc.).

• The focus on social and emotional development in the 

early years.

• Kind teachers, recognition of the importance of play.

• Genuine care shown by the teachers to the students.

• Flexibility to accommodate child’s specific challenges, 

care taken by teachers, accessibility and responsiveness of 

teachers.

• Small, caring environment that can personalise learning to 

individuals in a way other schools can’t/don’t.

• Everyone is accepted for who they are with no judgement.

• The commitment and passion of the staff to their students. 

Not limited to classroom teachers, but all staff, including 

administration. It actually makes me want to cry when I 

think of how much my children love their teachers and the 

impact this has on their well-being now and into the future. 

The importance of this cannot be understated.

• The community.

• The sense of community that flows through the whole 

school.

• Community & Learning Environment.

• The feeling of community & putting the well-being of the 

child first.

• The talented and passionate teaching staff.

• Child centred education and close community.

• Nurturing individuals.

• Holistic approach to the child and your willingness to stand 

apart from mainstream to deliver a more evidence-based 

style of education.

• Inclusivity.

• The enthusiasm of the teachers for the school’s philosophy.

• The caring, inclusive culture.

• How our child does love coming to a school where he can 

learn.

• The community-feel and supportive environment, for both 

students and parents.

• The recognition of each child as an individual and the 

efforts teachers and staff go to when looking for different 

ways to engage the children in learning.

• Friendly and caring.

• Generally child-centred environment.

• The incredible teachers and learning environments. The 

classroom and wildspace are so thoughtfully prepared. The 

teachers genuinely care and extremely skilled.

• Freedom - to be themselves, to engage with adults without 

hierarchy, to engage in matters of interest, etc.

• My child loves the Wildspace We love the classrooms and 

learning environments the teachers carefully create. Our 

daughter loves coming to school so what else can we say!

• Two teachers in each classroom that enables a teaching 

team that can be flexible and dynamic in lesson delivery 

and responsive to children’s needs.

• My child likes it.

• The freedom for children to be themselves.

• The classroom teachers are phenomenal.

• Respect for the children, providing developmentally 

appropriate education.

• My children are happy.

• So hard to chose one! Supporting each child’s unique value 

and finding a way to educate them via their core areas of 

interest. And the benefit obtained via the school community 

- a network of dedicated parents that are seeking to create 

wonderful human beings and future change-makers.

• Commitment to supporting our children’s unique needs.

Parent Survey
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W
e strive to be a financially 

sustainable school by 

responding to stakeholder 

needs by capitalizing on 

strengths, managing weaknesses, with 

a focus to generate adequate operating 

surpluses to fund debt, reinvestment 

and build up our cash reserves. We also 

aim to identify changing circumstances 

and adapt to those changes in a timely 

manner. Financial benchmarking with other 

independent schools ensures a focus on 

prudent financial management aimed at 

maximizing the allocation of resources to 

the needs of students and their learning. 

Always keeping ‘children at the centre’. 

During the year, significant capital investment was 

made in the following strategically, targeted areas:

Maylands
Full refurbishment of the Maylands campus (gifted 

to our school in August 2018).

• The Slatter Group commenced works in 

January 2020 in conjunction with Meyer 

Shircore Architects.

• The start to the build was initially impacted by 

COVID-19, social distancing, limited personnel 

on-site and hygiene measures in accordance with advice issued by the 

Department of Health.

• The Building Application was approved.

• The following works were completed by Slatter Group:

 � New addition to Manse and refurbishment of all outside areas 

around the Church and the Manse (retaining trees wherever 

possible)

 � Chain link fence erected and data cabling between church and the 

new build.

 � Air conditioning units installed

• Refurbishments post-construction:

 � Painting internal and external.

 � Landscaping.

 � New Sliding Door – Church.

 � BPCS Logos on Church – front and back.

 � Structural work in the basement of church to make area safe, 

including new stairs to storage area.
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 � Lights added where necessary

 � CCTV cameras/security

 � Maintenance works where required.

 � Repair jarrah/fascias/windows/stained glass/doors 

where required.

 � Jarrah floors polished throughout.

 � New security screen – Manse

 � Restore meter stove to maintain historical significance 

of Manse.

 � Added stairs to bleachers for easier access to Ablution 

block.

 � Audio visual units installed.

 � Window treatments and furniture acquired.

 � Water bottle refill station.

Wembley
• Upgrade to MAC/Middle School verandahs/steps.

• Painting of areas due as per maintenance schedule.

• Preliminary bore stain removal.

• Upgrade doors/security where required.

• Upgrade stage area – MAC.

• Bottle refill stations.

• Refurbish doors – Early Childhood.

• Revamp – server MAC – for new Wild Kitchen.

• Supply and install cabinetry – MAC.

• Shelving for Library

• New Trailer – for additional transportation 

between Wembley and Maylands

Bus - Wembley and Maylands
• The Toyota Coaster 2004 (without seat belts) 

gifted to the school by Kids Open Learning 

School was sold. 

• A new bus was purchased to replace the 

Toyota Coaster which is a Mitsubishi Fuso 

2017. 

Operating Result
Bold Park Community School (BPCS) recorded an operating 

profit of $659,471 for the 2020 calendar year, January to 

December 2020.  In 2020, the key budget parameters were 

achieved and the profit was more than three times what had 

been budgeted for 2020.  The difference was mainly due 

to receiving approximately $445,035 more in Fee and Grant 

income due to the increase in student numbers in 2020 

(by year end) and spending approximately $51,128 less on 

2020 Income Breakdown by Source

How is BPCS Funded?
To reimagine what a school can be, BPCS seeks a mix of 

private and Government funding. This helps us achieve our 

purpose of cultivating a community of learners who positively 

influence their world.  This way programs are designed and 

funded around making visible the value of a BPCS education 

that evolves self-confident, self-aware and socially responsible 

citizens.

Business Manager’s Report
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2019 Cost Breakdown

expenditure.  The financial position remains sound and 

strong with an increase in income by year end between 

2019 and 2020.  In addition, COVID-19 positively 

impacted our bottom line with receiving the Jobkeeper 

subsidy and the Cashflow Boost payments from 

the Australian Taxation Office. Cashflow was further 

improved by the moratorium which allowed schools to 

delay payment on loans for six months. The school was 

very happy to be able to provide relief for all families in 

Term 2 by way of a 20% discount which applied to ALL 

families due to the economic consequences we faced 

as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Support available to Non-government schools as a 

result of the pandemic was as follows:

• Boosting cashflow for employers:

 � The government was providing assistance 

of up to $100,000 to help not-for-profit 

organisations with their cashflow so they could 

keep operating, pay their rent, electricity and 

other bills and retain staff. 

• JobKeeper Payment:

 � This was available to eligible employers who 

were able to claim a fortnightly payment of 

$1,500 per eligible employee from 30 March 

2020, for a maximum period of six months and 

demonstrated that turnover had fallen by 30% 

where turnover was less than $1 billion.

• Banks/Low Interest Loans – Department of 

Education

 � There was a moratoriaum to suspend 

repayments to the Department of Education 

– Low Interest Loans and Bank Commercial 

Loans. The interest was capitalised to the loan 

and the loan restructured to pay the then total 

amounts owing over an extended term with 

repayment in-line with what is currently paid. 

At 31 December 2020, our Net Assets stood at 

$4,392,708 (up from $3,733,237 in 2019). This was 

mainly due to the capital works carried out for our new 

Maylands campus which opened for the 2021 school 

year.  Maylands will be revalued in 2021 so that the 

Financial records accurately reflect the value post-

construction.

Other Income comes from workshops, book 

sales, professional tours, fundraising, excursions/

Business Manager’s Report

incursions, school trips/camps, interest, uniform sales, facility hire 

and administration charges. Income was $5,713,029 in the period 

compared to $4,922,351 in 2019 increasing by approximately 16%.   

Expenditure was $5,053,559 in the period compared to $5,226,591 in 

2019, decreasing by approximately 3.4%.

 Teaching and Student Expenses
Include Departmental spending in all areas of the school – Early 

Childhood, Primary, and Middle School and College: teaching salaries, 

superannuation, relief teachers, professional development, Information 

technology, supplies such as Textbooks, stationery, and subscriptions.

Administration Expenses
Include advertising, marketing, bank fees, newspapers, magazines, 

postage, security, insurance, motor vehicle expenses, office supplies, 

printing, depreciation, Information Technology and communication.

Rent and Maintenance
Include cleaning, ground maintenance, general maintenance, rubbish 

removal, rent, utilities and rates.

Other Expenses
Include workshops, book purchases, tours, fundraising, uniform 

purchases, interest, excursion/incursions and school trips/camps.
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